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which is ripped and torn and flung into fantastic whirls and
billows by two more discharges. For some minutes nothing
can be distinguished ; then as the air clears the hostile column,
sadly diminished in numbers and disordered in array, is seen
hastily falling back down the hill, a heap of motionless and
prostrate figures marking the spot where its progress was
stayed. Meanwhile the victorious defenders of the ridge, closing
up the few gaps in their ranks, are reloading and making ready
to follow up their defeated adversaries ; but an aide-de-camp
from the General galloping up points to the strong bodies of
enemy troops looming ominous on the far ridge, and the line,
leisurely turning about, retires to its sheltering hollow, and lies
down pnce more under cover. Only the riflemen make their
way down the slope, galling the retreating French mass with
their fire, and resume their former position in the valley bottom
on the banks of the stream, beyond which fresh enemy troops,
undeterred by the repulse of their comrades, are massing
preparatory to a renewal of the assault.
VI. minor operations in europe and elsewhere,
1809-1814
The great drama of the Peninsular War, and the glorious
achievements of Wellington and his armies, have naturally
monopolised the attention of historians to the exclusion of
almost everything else between 1809 and 1814. None the less,
the British army was concerned in more than one minor enter-
prise during this period, and these must now be briefly noticed.
The most important was the joint expedition to the Low
Countries in 1809, involving the largest army that had ever yet
sailed from our shores. Intended to assist Austria in her
contest with Napoleon by striking at the vulnerable northern
flank of the French Empire-, it was carried out by a force of
40,000 men under Chatham and a powerful fleet under Strachan,
the first objective being the fortified city of Antwerp. A series
of misfortunes dogged the enterprise from the start; bad
weather delayed the disembarkation, and confined operations
to the north bank of the Scheldt; the resistance of Flushing
on Walcheren Island delayed the advance at a time when speed
was all important; dissensions between the Admiral and the
General finally brought operations to a standstill; and an
outbreak of malignant fever, which laid low a third of the force,
completed the tale of mishaps and caused the abandonment
of the expedition as a disastrous failure.
In Sicily, where we left Stuart in garrison with some 15,000
men, little of moment was accomplished. Some minor

